MEETING 2019-6: 25th JUNE 2019 afternoon (by phone)

[PARTICIPANTS]
See list at the end of the document.

[MINUTES]

News/Updates – Vincent le Moal Joubel

Details about the planning / calendar:

- EBA: first package published in June, second package to be published in July;
- ECB: FINREP (sfrdp) to be published a few months later;
- EIOPA: first public draft published, final package should be available on 15th July;
- SRB: publication planned in September.

Banks Statements taxonomies – Paul Staal

The last version of SBS taxonomy has been published. It has received some comments, in particular about its architecture.

Translation in progress (any help welcome). Discussion about using IFRS as accounting framework.

Promote XBRL for iREF

It is important to promote the use of XBRL for the next development in banking regulation under initiatives such as BIRD/iREF.

The idea is to develop and promote a proof of concept. Based on the works and results of Iref/BIRD, but using XBRL, to prove that it can manage high volumes of detailed granular data.

The proposed process is to prepare taxonomy, create instances, populate with a lot of data then report and validate.

POTENTIAL HELP
Invoke and Corefiling are interested. Iris is happy to contribute. Vincent proposed to use the tool developed by Banque de France to generate taxonomy.

PROPOSED SCOPE
The proposed scope is (1) FINREP (based on BIRD schemas), focusing on securities (equity, bonds in financial instruments F04.00) ; (2) SHS (statistics).

SHS is partially overlapping FINREP, with data uniquely defined in BIRD.

COREP is not finished in BIRD and is therefore not considered as a good scope. Anacredit is now using SDMX / XML and is therefore not considered as a good scope.
CHALLENGE 1
Daniel asks who could be using the output of the POC. It would be better to work with a NCB/NCA ready to use it. None has been identified at this point. We will work on it.

According to CRR2 article 43c (430 quarter), EBA is in charge of preparing a Feasibility report on the integrated reporting system (see below). This means that we have to promote our POC to the EBA while they are preparing the report (in the coming year).

« 1. EBA shall prepare a report on feasibility regarding the development of a consistent and integrated system for collecting statistical data, resolution data and prudential data and report its findings to the Commission by 28 June 2020. »

CHALLENGE 2
We have to understand the BIRD model.
Please review documentation on https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/

Post meeting information:

SMCube (Statistical Multidimensional Metadata Model) Methodology: https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/methodology-annex1
This explains the notions of “Variables” (concepts) and “Domains” (possible values for the variables).

Variables: https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/variable-search

Find the FINREP Variables:

- Search the FINREP Framework https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/framework-search
- Search Cubes by template https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/cube?CUBE_ID=EBA_FINREP_EBA_F_04.01_FINREP_2015-B
- Review Variables

The same can be done for the SHS framework.
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